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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

Multimodal Sentiment Analysis (MuSe) 2021 is a challenge focusing
on the tasks of sentiment and emotion, as well as physiologicalemotion and emotion-based stress recognition through more comprehensively integrating the audio-visual, language, and biological
signal modalities. The purpose of MuSe 2021 is to bring together
communities from different disciplines; mainly, the audio-visual
emotion recognition community (signal-based), the sentiment analysis community (symbol-based), and the health informatics community. We present four distinct sub-challenges: MuSe-Wilder and
MuSe-Stress which focus on continuous emotion (valence and
arousal) prediction; MuSe-Sent , in which participants recognise
five classes each for valence and arousal; and MuSe-Physio , in
which the novel aspect of ‘physiological-emotion’ is to be predicted.
For this year’s challenge, we utilise the MuSe-CaR dataset focusing
on user-generated reviews and introduce the Ulm-TSST dataset,
which displays people in stressful depositions. This paper also provides detail on the state-of-the-art feature sets extracted from these
datasets for utilisation by our baseline model, a Long Short-Term
Memory-Recurrent Neural Network. For each sub-challenge, a competitive baseline for participants is set; namely, on test, we report
a Concordance Correlation Coefficient (CCC) of .4616 CCC for
MuSe-Wilder ; .5088 CCC for MuSe-Stress , and .4908 CCC for
MuSe-Physio . For MuSe-Sent an F1 score of 32.82 % is obtained.

Multimodal Sentiment Analysis; Affective Computing; Stress
Detection; Electrodermal Activity; Multimodal Fusion; Challenge;
Benchmark

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Multimedia and multimodal retrieval; • Computing methodologies → Artificial intelligence.
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1

INTRODUCTION

In the 2nd edition of the Multimodal Sentiment Analysis in Real-life
Media (MuSe) Challenge, we address four tasks incorporating novelties in each: emotion, physiological-emotion, and stress recognition
as well as sentiment classification. In the Multimodal Continuous
Emotions in-the-wild sub-challenge (MuSe-Wilder ) and Multimodal Sentiment in-the-wild Classification sub-challenge (MuSeSent ), one has to recognise emotional dimensions (arousal, valence) in a regression and classification manner. These tasks are
based on work previously outlined for the MuSe 2020 challenge [42]
and feature substantially improved methods for target creation. The
first improvement is the application of Rater Aligned Annotation
Weighting (RAAW), a gold standard fusion method for continuous
annotations taking both the varied annotator reaction times (aligning) and inter-rater agreements (subjectivity) into account. Additionally, intelligent extraction of valuable features from continuous
emotion gold-standards is used to cluster segment-level signals to
representative classes so that contributors are faced with two fiveway classifications of the level of valence and arousal. These two
sub-challenges (MuSe-Wilder and MuSe-Sent ) are motivated by
the fundamental nature of gold-standard creation on which all tasks
and applications of the field are premised. In the Multimodal Emotional Stress sub-challenge (MuSe-Stress ), valence and arousal are
predicted, from people in stressed dispositions. This sub-challenge
is motivated by the high level of stress many people face in modern societies [6]. Given the increasing availability of low-resource
equipment (e. g., smart-watches) able to record biological signals to

Table 1: Reported are the number (#) of unique videos, and
the duration for each sub-challenge hh :mm :ss. Partitioning of the MuSe-CaR dataset is applied for each of the two
sub-challenges. Ulm-TSST has a total duration of 5 :47 :27 after preprocessing, using the same split for MuSe-Stress and
MuSe-Physio .

Partition
Train
Devel.
Test
Í

#
166
62
64
291

MuSe-CaR
MuSe-Wilder
MuSe-Sent
22 :16 :43
06 :48 :58
06 :02 :20
35 :08 :01

22 :35 :55
06 :49 :46
06:̇14 :08
35 :39 :49

#

Ulm-TSST
Stress/ Psycho

41
14
14
69

3 :25 :56
1 :10 :50
1 :10 :41
5 :47 :27

track wellbeing, we propose the Multimodal Physiological-Arousal
sub-challenge (MuSe-Physio ). Adapted from MuSe-Stress , the
arousal annotations from humans are fused (using RAAW) with galvanic skin response (also known as Electrodermal Activity (EDA))
signals for predicting physiological-arousal. Both are set up as regression tasks offering additional biological signals (e. g., heart rate,
and respiration) for modelling.
For the introduced sub-challenges, two datasets are utilised. As
last year [42], we reuse the Multimodal Sentiment Analysis in Car
Reviews data (MuSe-CaR) [43] for the MuSe-Wilder and MuSeSent sub-challenges. Including almost 40 hours of video data, it is
the most extensive emotion annotated multimodal dataset, gathered in-the-wild with the intention of further understanding realworld Multimodal Sentiment Analysis (MSA), in particular the
emotional engagement that takes place during English-speaking
product reviews. Within MuSe-CaR, the subjects are aged between
20 and 60 years, and the spoken word is entirely transcribed. For
the first time, a sub-set of the novel audio-visual-text Ulm-Trier
Social Stress dataset (Ulm-TSST), featuring German-speaking individuals in a stress-induced situation caused by the Trier Social
Stress Test (TSST), is used in this year’s MuSe-Stress and MuSePhysio sub-challenges. The initial state of Ulm-TSST consists of
110 individuals (10 hours), richly annotated by self-reported, and
continuous dimensional ratings of emotion (valence and arousal).
In addition to audio, video, textual features, the Ulm-TSST includes
four biological signals captured at a sampling rate of 1 kHz; EDA,
Electrocardiogram (ECG), Respiration (RESP), and heart rate (BPM).
Both datasets provide a common testing bed with a held-back labelled test set, to explore the modalities and employ state-of-the-art
models under well-defined and strictly comparable conditions.
The goal of the MuSe challenges are to provide a paradigm that
is of interest across several communities and to encourage a fusion
of disciplines. We ideally aim for participation that strives for the
development of unified approaches applicable to what we perceive
as synergistic tasks which have arisen from different academic traditions: on the one hand, we have complex, dimensional emotion
annotations that reflect a broad variety of emotions, grounded in
the psychological and social sciences relating to the expression of
behaviour, and on the other hand, we provide sentiment classes as
it is common in sentiment analysis from (multimodal) text-focused
modelling. These fields are rooted within Affective Computing (AC),
of which a core aspect is the intelligent processing of uni-modal
signals. Up to now, the focus in AC when predicting emotion such

Figure 1: Sample gold standard computation using RAAW
for emotion annotations (dark grey), aligned (warping paths
in light grey), and fused from the MuSe-Toolbox [49]. The
instance on the left side is from MuSe-Wilder (id: 100), the
resulting signal (orange) is displayed and compared to the
average annotation (blue). The right image displays a fusion
from MuSe-Physio (id:11), where raters 1 and 2 for arousal
(dark grey) are combined with the EDA signal (green).
as by valence and arousal dimensions, was mostly with lower attention to research made on textual information [21, 39]. However, the
communities appear to be converging even more in recent years
(such as supported by the MuSe 2020 [42] challenge), finding great
benefit from multimodal approaches [2, 15, 33]. As an example, both
the 2020 and 2021 INTERSPEECH Computational Paralinguistics
(ComParE) Challenge have included textual features in an endeavour to more reliably predict valence [37, 38]. The second motivation
of MuSe is to compare the merits of each of the core modalities (audio, visual, biological, social, and textual signal), as well as various
multimodal fusion approaches. Participants can extract their own
features or use the provided standard feature sets from the baseline
models.
The paper’s structure is as follows: First, the four sub-challenges
with the corresponding datasets are explained in detail, followed
by a description of the challenge conditions. Next, we describe
the extracted features from different modalities and the applied
pre-processing and alignment for the baseline modelling. Finally,
we summarise our baseline results and conclude our findings. A
summary of the challenge results can be found in [46].

2

THE FOUR SUB-CHALLENGES

In the following, we describe and highlight the aforementioned novelties of each sub-challenge, as well as include the guidelines for
participation. The evaluation metric for all continuous time-based
regression tasks is Concordance Correlation Coefficient (CCC), a
well-understood measure [29] of reproducibility, often used in challenges [35, 42, 52]. The classification task (MuSe-Sent ) is evaluated
in F1 score (macro), a measure robust to class-imbalance. For all
challenges with more than one target, the mean of all measures is
taken for the final performance evaluation.

2.1

The MuSe-Wilder Sub-Challenge

The MuSe-Wilder is an extension of the MuSe-Wild 2020 subchallenge, where participants had to predict emotional dimensions
(valence, arousal) in a time-continuous manner. The amount of
data utilised from MuSe-CaR is shown in Table 1. The valence
dimension is often referred to as the emotional component of the

Figure 2: Frequency distribution in the partitions train, (devel)opment, and test for the continuous prediction sub-challenges
MuSe-Wilder , MuSe-Stress , and MuSe-Physio . For all sub-challenges, the value distributions between the partitions are
fairly similar.
generic term sentiment analysis and is often used interchangeably [26, 32, 51]. Human annotation of continuous emotions leads
to disagreements between raters, e. g., due to differences in perception [19] and reaction time [27], which should be mitigated by
fusion to a gold standard. Since this signal is the prediction target,
a variety of fusion methods are available in the literature [16, 28]
and this development has motivated other challenges [34].
This year’s MuSe-Wilder emotion recognition task is based on
a completely novel continuous annotator fusion technique RAAW,
which targets the difficulties of combining subjective emotion annotations for a gold standard annotation present. For this, we employ
our fusion method on a minimum of five different ratings that
weights inter-rater agreements as well as considers the varied reaction times as displayed in Figure 1. The varying rater lag that is
inherent to all annotation signals will be targeted by aligning the
standardised (per annotator) ratings using a generalised Canonical
Time Warping (CTW) method [57]. The Evaluator Weighted Estimator (EWE) [16] is then used to fuse the aligned, individual signals
by weighting a signal depending on the inter-rater agreement to
the mean of all others. This technique is described in length in [49].
The resulting distribution is shown in Figure 2.

2.2

The MuSe-Sent Sub-challenge

Mapping continuous emotion annotations to discrete classes are
considered a highly ambiguous and challenging task and have so
far hardly been computed successfully in a time-continuous fashion [53]. In general, classes are often considered a simplified concept for interpretation compared to dimensional representations.
In MuSe-Sent , participants will have to predict five advanced sentiment classes for each emotion dimension of valence and arousal
on a segment-level, based on audio-visual recordings and the transcribed speech of MuSe-CaR. The sub-challenge uses the topicbased segmentation from MuSe 2020 [42]. The classes are extracted
using a novel method of the MuSe-Toolbox [49]. which aims to
find a mapping between continuous dimensional and categorical
representations of emotion through the extraction of time-series
features and the application of unsupervised clustering.
More specifically, we first extract a range of time-series features
on a segment-level1 based on the continuous RAAW-fused annotations. The absolute features are normalised depending on the
1 arousal:

median, standard deviation, percentile {10, 90}, relative energy, relative sum
of changes, relative number of peaks, relative longest strike {below, above} mean, and
relative count below mean; Valence: the same features as for arousal, and additionally:
mean, percentile {5, 25, 33, 66, 75, 95}, and the percentage of reoccurring data-points
to all data-points

varying length of a segment to limit undesirable properties solely
due to the influence of the segment length. To reduce the feature
space, we apply Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to project
our data to a five dimensional space of principal components which
are derived from the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix. The
transformed data is further clustered into five class clusters using a)
the 𝑘-means algorithm [24] for valence and b) a Gaussian Mixture
clustering model [10] for arousal. To ensure that the development
and test set have no effect on the generated classes, we only apply
this process on the training set segments. The segments belonging
to the development and test partitions, are then ‘predicted’ by assigning the cluster with the closest centre to each data-point. These
clusters are evaluated through both qualitative and quantitative
measures: (1) the amount of data-points of the smallest class is
larger than a quarter of by-chance-level2 (2) to evaluate cluster
cohesion and separation, the widely used Silhouette Coefficient
(SILC) [36] is calculated, ranging from -1 to 1 (closer to 1 is superior). For the two chosen settings, we achieve a SILC of 0.19 and
0.10, respectively for valence and arousal clusters. The PCA leads
to a denser representation along the orthogonal axes, making a
higher SILC value hard to achieve, since the metric is prone to error
when clusters show different kinds of cluster densities [22], which
naturally occurs in this setting.
Since the features reflect characteristics of the emotional annotation and not just the mean value as in last years’ MuSe-Topic
task [42], class descriptions, i. e., low, medium, or high would inadequately reflect the meaning. With this in mind, to gain understanding of the classes, we display the most distinctive features
in Figure 3 for interpretation showing the named valence classes
as 𝑉# and arousal as 𝐴# while # represents the class number, not
implying any specific order. For example, segments from classes
𝑉1 and 𝐴2 have a comparatively large (to the mean of all other
classes) ‘standard deviation’ and ‘sum of changes’, which indicates
a higher annotation fluctuation and intensity than other classes.
The distribution of segments across the classes can be found in
Table 2.

2.3

The MuSe-Stress Sub-challenge

In the MuSe-Stress , participants will have to predict valence and
arousal in a time-continuous manner. This sub-challenge is motivated by real-world applications for emotion recognition and further motivated by stress in modern life. In this novel sub-challenge,
2 For

example, five classes resemble a by-chance level of 20 %, thus, the smallest class
have to cover at least 5 % of the data points

Table 2: Distribution of the valence and arousal classes
across partitions used in the MuSe-Sent sub-challenge as
a result of our configured class search from the MuSeToolbox [49].
Valence
0
1
2
3
4
Í

Arousal

Train.

Devel.

Test

528
552
1178
1112
837

71
159
458
405
242

89
277
378
271
245

4207

1335

1260

0
1
2
3
4
Í

Train.

Devel.

612
534
312
1255
1494

249
135
96
388
467

Test
178
194
53
448
387

4207

1335

1260

the idea of ‘multimodal’ sentiment analysis is pushed further by
the inclusion of biological signals that have been shown to be applicable for recognising physiological stress [31], and for emotion
recognition [40].
Participants are provided with the multimodal Ulm-TSST database, in which subjects were recorded under a highly stress-induced
free speech task, following the TSST protocol [20]. For the TSST,
after a brief period of preparation the subjects are asked to give an
oral presentation, within a job-interview setting, observed by two
interviewees who remain silent for the period of five minutes. To
allow consistent data partitions, we only keep data recorded under
the same experimental conditions. The resulting 69 participants
(49 of them female) are aged between 18 and 39 years, providing
a total amount of about 6 hours of data for the MuSe-Stress and
MuSe-Physio sub-challenges (cf. Table 1). Besides audio, video, and
text, the participants can optionally utilise the ECG, RESP and BPM
signals.
The dataset has been rated by three annotators continuously for
the emotional dimensions of valence and arousal, at a 2Hz sampling
rate, and a gold standard is obtained by the fusion of annotator
ratings, utilising the RAAW method, as described in Section 2.1
from the MuSe-Toolbox [49]. When creating the fusion a mean CC
inter-rater agreement of 0.204 (± 0.200) for valence and 0.186 (±
0.230) for arousal is obtained. The distributions of the valence and
arousal signals for the dataset are depicted in Figure 2.

2.4

The MuSe-Physio Sub-challenge

In the cross-modal MuSe-Physio , participants will have to predict
a combined signal of arousal and EDA. Again, for this task, the
Ulm-TSST dataset is employed, where the TSST was utilised as
a standardised and renowned stressor, allowing for a controlled
setting with high-quality data while maintaining a naturalistic
subject behaviour.
Physiological signals, including EDA have been used as a feature
in at least one other multimodal emotion challenge [9]. However,
we consider this sub-challenge to be the first time the physiological signal is combined with the emotional – human-annotated –
signal. From all the biological signals available in the Ulm-TSST
dataset, we choose to use the EDA signal, as not only are the signal
characteristics subjectively similar to continuous emotion as exemplarily depicted in Figure 1, but the signal itself has been shown in
the literature to be a psycho-physiological indication of emotional

arousal [7]. Given that in the context of an interview, arousal may
also appear to be a more hidden emotion, we consider that the fusion of arousal and EDA may improve recognition and offers a more
objective marker for a speaker’s arousal [7]. Further variants are
introduced in [4]. To obtain the combined emotion and EDA signal
gold standard, we again utilise the RAAW fusion strategy. However,
in this case, the lowest weighted annotator is excluded and replaced
with the EDA signal. The EDA signal is downsampled to 2 Hz and
smoothed slightly before fusion through a Savitzky–Golay filtering
approach (window size of 26 steps), to avoid irrelevant, fine-grained
artefacts in the signal. For this gold standard of emotion, we obtain an inter agreement of 0.233 (±0.289), which was improved
compared to the arousal gold standard obtained in MuSe-Stress .

2.5

Challenge Protocol

As part of the mandatory prerequisites required to play a part
in the challenge, interested participants are obliged to download
and fill in the End User License Agreement (EULA) which is put
forward through the homepage3 . On top of this, participants are
further required to hold an academic affiliation. Each participation
must be accompanied by a paper (6-8 pages in length including
references) reporting the results obtained and methods applied.
The organisers also consider general contributions in the field.
Peer review is double-blind. To obtain results on the test set, the
participants can upload their predictions up to five times per subchallenge, whose labels are unknown to them. We want to point
out that the organisers only evaluate the participants’ results but
do not participate themselves as competitors in the challenge.

3

BASELINE FEATURES AND MODEL

To save effort and time which would be incurred by the participants
while extracting various features from the large datasets provided,
we put forth a selection of features drawn from the video data
for each sub-challenge. In a more elaborate outline, the available
features comprise of seven model-ready video, audio, and linguistic
feature sets4 . The amalgamation of features provided surpasses
most other related audio-visual challenges [9, 11, 55]. In respect to
the annotation sampling rate, the features are extracted at a step
size of 0.25 s for the MuSe-CaR and 0.5 s for the Ulm-TSST dataset.

3.1

Pre-processing

The data of both datasets has been partitioned into a Train, Development, and Test partition. Emotional ratings, speaker independence,
and duration are considered when creating the partitions (cf. Table 1
for an overview). Since the amount of recordings made available
between sub-challenges can vary, so too does the time required
to extract the most applicable features during the pre-processing
stages. Aiming to minimise the distortion of the task objectives,
we deliberately omit advertisement sections of the videos for the
MuSe-CaR-based sub-challenges. In the Ulm-TSST dataset, each
video is cut to exclude scenes outside of the TSST setting, e. g.,
3 https://www.muse-challenge.org/muse2021

4 Note:

Furthermore, we place it at the applicants’ disposal to use (unaligned) features
from MuSe2020 for MuSe-Wilder and MuSe-Sent as well as external datasets and
features under the condition that this should be clearly explained in their accompanying
paper. These sources could be, e. g., commercial or academic feature extractors, libraries,
or pre-trained networks.

MuSe-Sent: clustering features for Valence

MuSe-Sent: clustering features for Arousal
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Figure 3: Mean of selected clustering features for each of the created classes which are used in the MuSe-Sent sub-challenge.
The features shown are standard deviation (𝑠𝑡𝑑), 𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛, the 90th percentile (𝑞 90 ), percentage of reoccurring datapoints to all
datapoints (𝑃𝑟𝑒𝐷𝑎), relative energy (𝑟𝑒𝑙𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦), relative sum of changes (𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑆𝑜𝐶), relative number of peaks (𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑠), relative
count below mean (𝑟𝑒𝑙𝐶𝐵𝑀𝑒), relative longest strike below mean (𝑟𝑒𝑙𝐿𝑆𝐵𝑀𝑒), and relative longest strike above mean (𝑟𝑒𝑙𝐿𝑆𝐴𝑀𝑒).
Features indicated by “relative” (𝑟𝑒𝑙) are normalised by segment length. Additionally, all features are standardised, hence, the
mean value of all data is always equal to zero. Illustrations generated by the MuSe-Toolbox [49]
excluding participants’ names. For both datasets, the segments are
crafted with the focus on the active voice based on the sentence
transcriptions or if a visible face applies. For MuSe-Sent , we adjacent segments in instances where the segments deals with the
same topic and the gap is less than two seconds.

3.2

Acoustic

openSMILE and DeepSpectrum are well-established tools for the
extraction of acoustic emotional feature representations. Most notably, they have proved valuable in the extraction of audio processing tasks in renowned challenges in speech emotion recognition
(SER) [37, 38]. For all acoustic features, a six second window size
is applied. In the first step of the pre-processing pipeline, the full
audio is extracted from a given video. The second step is the conversion of the audio from stereo to mono to 16 kHz, 16 bit after its
normalisation to -3 decibels.
3.2.1 eGeMAPS. The prevalent open-source openSMILE toolkit [13]
is used to extract the extended Geneva Minimalistic Acoustic Parameter Set (eGeMAPS) [12]. Comprising of 88 acoustic parameters
for automatic voice analysis tasks [45], it is a minimal set of handcrafted features relying on affective physiological changes in voice
production that has previously proven valuable for a variety of
emotion research [3, 42, 44].
3.2.2 DeepSpectrum. The prime function of DeepSpectrum [1]
is to utilise the spectral features acquired from speech instances
within a pre-trained image recognition Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs). The consecutive inputs result in the extraction of
feature vectors. A commonly applied architecture in this framework
is VGG-19 [41]. Here, we keep the default settings for extraction to
obtain a 4 096 dimensional feature set.
3.2.3 VGGish. In addition, we extract VGGish functions [18] pretrained on an extensive YouTube audio dataset (AudioSet) [14]. The
underlying data contains 600 classes, and the recordings contain
a variety of ‘in-the-wild’ noises that we expect to be beneficial to
obtain robust features from our ‘in-the-wild’ videos. By aligning
the frame and hop size to the annotation sample rate, we extract a

128-dimensional VGGish embedding vector every 0.25 s from the
underlying log spectrograms.

3.3

Vision

Extracting specific image descriptors that match certain attributes,
e. g., face, remains the paramount focus of most visual feature extractors. Our offered visual feature sets are inclined to capture the
entire surroundings as well as analysing human behaviour synthesised from gesture and facial expressions. Participants are also
provided with an array of extracted faces which are directly extracted from the raw frames.
3.3.1 MTCNN . The MTCNN [56] is used to distinguish facial expressions captured in the videos, pretrained on the data sets WIDER
FACE [54] and CelebA [23]. For MuSe-CaR, we examined the extraction as described in detail in [42], where an F1 score of 86 %
on a labelled subset was achieved. Compared to these highly dynamic camera positionings (zoom, free etc.), Ulm-TSST has a static
setting. In an visual inspection aimed to control the performance,
an apparently flawless extraction was found. The extractions were
ultimately put in use as inputs for VGGface and OpenFace .
3.3.2 VGGface. VGGface (version 1) [30] is aimed at the extraction of general facial features for images obtained by MTCNN in
cropped versions. The visual geometry group of Oxford introduced
the deep CNN referred to as VGG16 [41]. The training data constitutes of 2.6 million faces and over 2 500 identities. The VGGface
architecture was originally intended for supervised facial recognition purposes [41]. However, detaching the top-layer of a pretrained
version results in a 512 feature vector output referred to as VGGface. Presenting high levels of performance while consuming
less data is the main advantage held for VGGface in comparison
to other facial recognition models.
3.3.3 OpenFace. Facial features in 2D (136 dimensions) and 3D
(204 dimensions), gaze positions (288 dimensions), intensity and
activity of 17 Facial Action Units (FAUs) for both center and left side,
and 6 head stances were extracted from cropped faces identified
using MTCNN . This was achieved through the wide array of facial

features offered by the OpenFace [5] toolkit. For the Ulm-TSSTdata
challenge, we only provide intensity, as activity features appear to
be of less use for this task.
3.3.4 Xception . Generally used to extrapolate generic vision features, Xception [17] should provide participants with environmental features using stacked residual blocks5 . Among other challenges,
it came in first on the ILSVRC 2015 classification challenge. The network is pre-trained on the ImageNet dataset compromising of 350
million images and 17 000 classes. The then frozen network architecture prepossesses a given frame through the layers until the last
fully connected layer from which a 2 048 deep feature dimensional
vector is obtained.

3.4

Language: Bert

The text feature extraction process employs a Transformer language model, namely Bidirectional Encoder Representations from
Transformers (BERT ) [8], which have already been successfully
used for a variety of NLP tasks [37, 38, 44, 47, 48]. BERT pre-trains
its deep representations on context of unlabelled text before finetuning them on a broad selection of down-streaming NLP tasks.
During inference, the context-based representations are preserved,
excerpting one vector per word. This is in contrast to static word
embeddings which give one vector per word independent of the context. Our features are the sum of the last four BERT layers resulting
in a 768 dimensional feature vector analogous to [50]. For MuSeWilder and MuSe-Sent , the base variant of BERT , pretrained on
English texts, is used. Analogously, as the Ulm-TSST data set is
in German, for MuSe-Stress and MuSe-Physio , the BERT (base)
pretrained on German texts is utilised.

3.5

Alignment

The extensive assortment of features are from three modalities.
The corresponding sampling rate of each modality differs, which
leads to a different length of the extracted features along the time
axis. All visual features are incessant through the video with a
frame sampling of 4 Hz for MuSe-CaR and 2 Hz for Ulm-TSST,
which is equivalent to the labelling rate. The audio sampling of
DeepSpectrum, and that of eGeMAPS apply the same frequency.
VGGish and Facial Action Units are the only feature sets relying
only on frames where a face is observable. By the nature of text,
the corresponding features do not follow a fixed sampling rate, as
the duration of a spoken word varies.
For each sub-challenge, we make label-aligned features available.
These have accurately the same stretch and time-stamps as the
provided label files. We apply zero-padding to the frames, where the
feature type is absent. Such instances include OpenFace , when no
face appears or extraction fails, e. g., when only small faces appear in
the original frame. The text features are repeated for the interval of
a word and non-linguistic parts are also imputed with zero vectors.
MuSe-CaR offers automatic, word-aligned transcriptions [43]. For
Ulm-TSST, manual transcripts of the videos are available. We use
the Montreal Forced Aligner (MFA) [25] tool to obtain time-stamps
on the word level. The MFA includes pretrained acoustic models,
5 not

used for MuSe-Stress or MuSe-Physio as recording environment for Ulm-TSST
changes only minimally and participants showed minimal movement due to their
stressful situation.

grapheme-to-phoneme models, and pronunciation dictionaries for
various languages. We use the German (Prosodylab) model and the
German Prosodylab dictionary to align the Ulm-TSST transcripts.
The time-stamps yielded by the MFA are used to align the word
embeddings to the 2 Hz frames in the Ulm-TSST dataset.

3.6

Baseline Model: LSTM-RNN

In order to address the sequential nature of the input features, we
utilise a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)-RNN based architecture.
The input feature sequences are input into uni- and bi-directional
LSTM-RNNs with a hidden state dimensionality of ℎ = {32, 64, 128},
to encode the feature vector sequences. We test different numbers
of LSTM-RNN layers 𝑛 = {1, 2, 4}. Based on experiences from initial
experiments, some hyperparameter searches are task-dependently
executed: MuSe-Wilder we search for a suitable learning rate 𝑙𝑟 =
{0.0001, 0.001, 0.005}; for MuSe-Sent 𝑙𝑟 = {0.001, 0.005, 0.01}; for
MuSe-Stress and MuSe-Physio 𝑙𝑟 = {0.0001, 0.0002, 0.0005, 0.001}.
As we observed overfitting in some settings of MuSe-Physio , we
also tried L2-Regularisation with a penalty of 0.01 for this task.
The sequence of hidden vectors from the final LSTM-RNN layer
is further encoded by a feed-forward layer that outputs either a
one-dimensional prediction sequence of logits for each time step
(regression), or a single-value per prediction target (classification).
In the training processes, the features and labels of every input
video are further segmented via a windowing approach [42, 43, 50].
For MuSe-Wilder and MuSe-Sent , we use a window size of 200
steps (50 s) and a hop size of 100 steps (25 s). For MuSe-Stress and
MuSe-Physio , a window size of 300 steps (150 s) and a hop size of
50 steps (25 s) proved to be reasonable choices.

3.7

Fusion

We apply decision-level (late) fusion to evaluate co-dependencies
of the modalities. The experiments are restricted to the best performing features from each modality only. For decision-level fusion,
separate models are trained individually for each modality. The
predictions of these are fused by training an additional LSTM-RNN
model as described above. For all continuous regression tasks, we
apply uni-directional version with 𝑙𝑟 = 0.0001, ℎ = 64, and 𝑛 = 1,
and for MuSe-Sent a bi-directional one with 𝑙𝑟 = 0.005, ℎ = 32,
and 𝑛 = 2.

4

EXPERIMENTS AND BASELINE RESULTS

For all sub-challenges, the same network architecture is applied
(cf. Section 3.6). For reproducibility, we provide the detailed set of
hyperparameters for our best models for each experiment, alongside
our code in the corresponding GitHub repository6 , where also a link
to the fully trained model weights can be found. In the following
section, we give an overview of all baseline results as summarised
in Table 3.

4.1

MuSe-Wilder

We evaluated several feature sets and combinations for the prediction of the continuous valence and arousal (cf. Table 3). The input
features BERT in combination with our baseline architecture set
6 https://github.com/lstappen/MuSe2021

4.2

MuSe-Sent

For the classification tasks in the MuSe-Sent sub-challenge, we give
an overview in Table 3 and further provide the confusion matrices
for the best uni-modal setups tested on valence and arousal in
Figure 4. For the prediction of valence on uni-modal feature inputs,
the best result is achieved using the text-based BERT features as
input and a baseline model setting of 𝑙𝑟 = 0.001, ℎ = 64 and 𝑛 = 4
(bi-directional), with an F1 score of 32.68 % on the development
and 31.90 % on the test set. Using the audio-based DeepSpectrum
features with a 𝑙𝑟 = 0.001, ℎ = 128, and 𝑛 = 2 (bi-directional), results
in our highest F1 score for arousal with 33.52 % on the development
and 33.16 % on the test set. Across both targets, we find that LSTMRNN models with a bidirectional setting and at least two layers tend
to achieve better results for this task than smaller architectures.
Partially, we see improvements when we apply late fusion. For
valence, utilising the predictions of VGGface and BERT yields a
performance of 32.91 % F1-score on the test set. For arousal, the
audio-visual fusion set-up (VGGish and FAU) also improves on
the test set, with an F1 score of 35.12 %. Looking at the combined
scores (mean of valence and arousal), using the BERT features alone
comes out on top for the development set, reaching a 35.48 % F1
score, while fusing the video- and text-based predictions achieves
the highest F1 score of 32.82 % on the test set.

4.3

MuSe-Stress

The best results from all feature sets and fusion of modalities are
reported in Table 37 . Having searched the hyperparameter combinations mentioned, we achieve the best results on all settings with
a 4-layered unidirectional LSTM equipped with 64-dimensional
hidden states and a learning rate of 0.0002 with a maximum of
100 epochs, and early stopping with a patience of 15 epochs. Here,
eGeMAPS outperforms all other single feature sets for the prediction of valence, achieving .5845 CCC on development and .5018
CCC on the test set. Regarding arousal, eGeMAPS is the best scoring
single feature set, leading to .4304 and .4416 CCC on development
and test set, respectively. For both valence and arousal prediction,
the fusions of the best audio and vision feature sets result in the
best performance overall. They achieve CCC values of .6966 (development) and .5614 (test) for valence, and .5043 (development)
7 Of

note, besides eGeMAPS, we also normalise the VGGish features for predicting
arousal.
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to 𝑙𝑟 = 0.005, ℎ = 128, and 𝑛 = 4 show superior results for the
prediction of valence leading to a CCC of .4613 on the development
and .5671 CCC on test set. For the prediction of arousal, using DeepSpectrumas input features and setting 𝑙𝑟 = 0.001, ℎ = 64, and 𝑛 = 2,
yields the best result of all applied systems with a CCC of .3386
on the test set. Generally, we found that a unidirectional LSTMRNN achieves better results for this task than complex bidirectional
configurations and is used for the reported MuSe-Wilder results.
When fusing the best performing features of all three modalities
DeepSpectrum, VGGface, and BERT , the late fusion technique
reaches .4863 and .5974 for valence and .4929 and .3257 for arousal
on the development and test set, respectively. This technique yields
the highest combined metric (mean of valence and arousal) of .4616
(on test) and is our baseline.

Prediction

Figure 4: Relative confusion matrices over the 5 valence (left) and arousal (right) classes on the development partition for the MuSe-Sent sub-challenge. The results were achieved with the LSTM baseline model using
the eGeMAPSfeature set with hyperparameters of 𝑛 = 4 (bidirectional), ℎ = 128, and a 𝑙𝑟 = 0.001 for valence, and for
arousal the BERT features with a uni-directional model setting of 𝑛 = 2, ℎ = 64 and a 𝑙𝑟 = 0.01.

and .4562 (test) for arousal.. It is notable that the text feature set,
BERT , performs considerably worse than the best audio and visual
features.
We found that, in general, valence reaches a stronger final result
than arousal for this task. While this is not surprising for text features, it counters conventional expectations for the audio modality.
A major reason for the poor arousal prediction results may be the
TSST scenario, which imitates a job interview. Typically, interviewees try to remain neutral, suppressing nervousness, hence, the
arousal shown to their counterpart would be minimal, thus, making
arousal more difficult to detect in the Ulm-TSST data set than other
comparable multimodal emotion recognition data sets.
Although we do not evaluate the provided bio-signal features
systematically here, we encourage participants to explore them. To
give an example, we achieve .2495 and .1537 CCC for valence on
the development and test sets, respectively, by using only the three
provided bio-signals (at a sampling rate of 2 Hz) as features in a
four-layer LSTM. Similarly, they show also promising results for
the prediction of arousal, reaching .1954 CCC on the development
and .2189 CCC on test partition.

4.4

MuSe-Physio

For MuSe-Physio , the same LSTM configuration as for MuSeStress is applied. The results are reported in Table 3. Again, audio and video features considerably outperform the textual BERT
features. While BERT only achieves .2583 and .1604 CCC on development and test data, respectively, the best audio feature set
(DeepSpectrum) leads to .4423 and .4162 CCC on development
and test data, respectively. Consistently, visual features outperform
the textual ones, too. The best visual feature set (VGGface) yields
.3903 and .4582 on development and test data respectively and
hence shows comparable performance to DeepSpectrum. Like in
MuSe-Stress , the late fusion of the best audio (VGGish) and video
(VGGface) predictions yield the best results, namely .4913 CCC on
development data and .4908 CCC on test data.

Table 3: Reporting Valence, Arousal, Combined (0.5 · 𝐴𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑠𝑎𝑙 + 0.5 · 𝑉 𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒), as well as physical-arousal in CCC for MuSeWilder , MuSe-Stress , and MuSe-Physio on the devel(opment) and test partitions. For MuSe-Sent , we report F1 score across
five classes (20 % by chance). As feature sets, we test DeepSpectrum, VGGish, and eGeMAPS for audio; Xception , VGGface
and FAU for video; and BERT for text. All utilised features are aligned to the label timestamps by imputing missing values or
repeating the word embeddings
MuSe-Wilder
Arousal
Combined
devel / test
devel / test

Features

Valence
devel / test

DeepSpectrum
VGGish
eGeMAPS

.1901 / .1019
.1500 / .0054
.1916 / .0019

.4841 / .3386
.4027 / .2545
.3877 / .2428

.3371 / .2203
.2764 / .1300
.2897 / .1224

Xception
VGGface
FAU

.1872 / .1637
.1203 / .1197
.0682 / .1275

.2870 / .1793
.3201 / .2970
.3045 / .1165

.2371 / .1715
.2202 / .2084
.1864 / .1220

Bert

.4613 / .5671

.2716 / .1873

.3665 / .3772

best A + V
best A + T
best V + T
best V + A + T

.2362 / .1220
.4782 / .5950
.4641 / .5874
.4863 / .5974

.4821 / .2822
.4754 / .3046
.3111 / .1767
.4929 / .3257

.3592 / .2021
.4768 / .4498
.3876 / .3821
.4896 / .4616

MuSe-Sent
Arousal
Combined
devel / test
devel / test
Audio
30.23 / 27.26 33.52 / 33.16 31.88 / 30.21
30.76 / 25.08 36.05 / 31.66 33.41 / 28.37
32.93 / 25.80 36.04 / 31.97 34.49 / 28.89
Video
30.40 / 28.74 35.16 / 31.14 32.78 / 29.94
32.29 / 28.86 34.57 / 31.32 33.43 / 30.09
31.37 / 27.38 35.21 / 31.43 33.29 / 29.41
Text
32.68 / 31.90 38.27 / 30.63 35.48 / 31.27
Late Fusion
32.96 / 27.92 37.72 / 35.12 35.34 / 31.52
30.15 / 30.29 37.63 / 32.87 33.89 / 31.58
30.17 / 32.91 37.51 / 32.73 33.84 / 32.82
30.37 / 31.01 36.72 / 33.20 33.55 / 32.11
Valence
devel / test

Using the one-dimensional biological signals as features might
also be beneficial here, even though our model fails to generalise
for them. We achieve CCCs of .4188 on the development and .3328
on the test set using a 4 LSTM layer setting and a learning rate of
0.01.

5

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we introduced MuSe 2021 – the second Multimodal
Sentiment Analysis challenge. MuSe 2021 utilises the MuSe-CaR
multimodal corpus of emotional car reviews and the Ulm-TSST corpus, including bio-signals, which are newly featured for the MuSe
challenge. The 2021 challenge is comprised of four sub-challenges,
aimed for predicting in: i) MuSe-Wilder , the level of the affective
dimensions of valence (corresponding to sentiment) and arousal; ii)
MuSe-Sent , five classes of each, valence and arousal, from video
parts containing certain topics; iii) MuSe-Stress , the level of continuous valence and arousal from stressful situations; and iv) MuSePhysio a combination of arousal and EDA signals. By intention,
we decided to use open-source software to extract a wide range
of feature sets to deliver the highest possible transparency and
realism for the baselines. Besides the features, we also share the
raw data and the developed code for our baselines publicly. The
official baseline for each sub-challenge is for MuSe-Wilder .5974
for continuous valence using late fusion and .3386 for continuous
arousal using DeepSpectrum features; for the five-class classification MuSe-Sent , an F1 score of 32.91 % for valence utilising late
fusion of vision and text and 35.12 % for arousal utilising a late
fusion of audio-video; for MuSe-Stress , a CCC of .5614 for valence
and .4562 for arousal, both based on fusion of the best audio and
visual features; and finally, for MuSe-Physio , a CCC of .4908 for
physiological-emotion prediction.
The baselines are improved through the use of a simple fusion
method and show the challenge ahead for multimodal sentiment
analysis. In the participants’ and future efforts, we hope for novel

Valence
devel / test

MuSe-Stress
Arousal
devel / test

Combined
devel / test

MuSe-Physio
devel / test

.5018 / .4525
.5370 / .4766
.5845 / .5018

.3091 / .2341
.1348 / .0296
.4304 / .4416

.4055 / .3433
.3359 / .2531
.5075 / .4717

.4423 / .4162
.3180 / .3967
.3381 / .2416

–/–
.4653 / .4529
.3565 / .2731

–/–
.2004 / .1579
.3313 / .2641

–/–
.3329 / .3054
.3439 / .2686

–/–
.3903 / .4582
.3344 / .1404

.2619 / .1747

.2334 / .1446

.2477 / .1597

.2583 / .1604

.6966 / .5614
.5684 / .5192
.5588 / .4250
.6769 / .5349

.5043 / .4562
.4589 / .3227
.2891 / .1586
.4819 / .3472

.6005 / .5088
.5137 / .4210
.4240 / .3828
.5794 / .4411

.4913 / .4908
.3931 / .1758
.2734 / .3000
.4330 / .3205

and exciting combinations of the modalities – such as linking modalities at earlier stages in the pipeline or more closely.
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